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ABSTRACT 
Let xl* ... *xm he a decomposable symmetrized tensor corresponding to the 
symmetric group S, and an irreducible character X. A necessary and sufficient 
condition on the vectors xl,. . . , xm is given for x1 * f . . * xrn to be zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers. Let 
m be a positive integer with m > 2. Let 63 “V be the mth tensor power of 
V, and x,8 -** @x, the tensor product of the vectors xl,. . . , x,,,. For each 
u E S, there exists a unique linear mapping P(a) : ~3 “V + 0 “V such that 
forall XiEV, i=l,..., m. 
Let G be a subgroup of S, of order o(G), and X an irreducible complex 
character of G. The operator 
is a projection over its range V,(G). The subspace V,(G) is called a symmetry 
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class of tensors. By definition we set 
x1* -*- *xm = T(G, X)(x,c% -a. @3x,) 
and call xi * . . . * x, a decomposable symmetrized tensor. 
We assume throughout that G = S, and write V, instead of V,(S,). Our 
objective is the study of the problem of finding conditions for xi * - * - * x, 
to be equal to zero. When xl,. . . , x, are elements of a basis for V the 
problem was solved in [ 11. In [2] some necessary and some sufficient 
conditions were given. In this paper we present a complete solution (theorem 
below). 
Let A(a) = (aij(a)) be an irreducible representation of G affording the 
character X. We put 
X(id) 
T,(G, A) = - o(G) o~c~ii(u)J’(o)t i = I,..., Atid). 
BY Tn.n wedenotethesetofallfunctionsfrom {l,...,m} into {l,...,n}. 
If a, P E T,,,,, we write (Y= /? (modG) if there exists u in G satisfying 
(Y = pa. (G), is the stabilizer of (Y. 
Assume that V is endowed with a scalar product. As is well known, it is 
possible to define in 8 “V a scalar product satisfying 
with ui,wi~V, i=l,..., m. 
Let X=(X1,..., X t ) be a partition of m, and p an element of G. We 
denote by DA+ the corresponding Young diagram. Notice that we denote the 
partition and the character it induces by the same letter X. The set Ej, 
1 < j < Xi, is the set of integers in the jth column of DA,, and Fj, 1~ j 6 t, 
tbe set of integers in its jth row. 
We define R( D, ,), C( DA, ,), and 8( D,, & as follows: 
R(D-_)= {uEG, u(Fj)=Fj, j=l,..., t,}, 
C(D,,,)= {uEG,u(E~)=E~, j=l,..., Xi}, 
0,,,) = c c, e(eP(r47 
s E R(D,,,) a ECPX,J 
where E is the alternating character. 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
We give now a list of lemmas which are needed for the proof of the main 
result. We do not present the proofs of those which are not new, indicating 
the appropriate reference. 
LEMMA 1 [3, V-161. Let u + A(a) = (~,~(a)) be an irreducible represen- 
tation of G which afjiids the character X. Zf V’(G), i = 1,. . . , X(id), denotes 
the range of T,(G, A), then 
X(id) 
V,= $ V,‘(G). 
i=l 
LEMMA 2 [9]. Let u + A(u) = (aij( a)) be an irreducible representation 
ofGwhichaffidsX,andE={ej~l~j<n} beaba.sisofV.ZfaET,,,, 
andweo!enote {aulu~G} by@,, thenforaZZp~{l,...,X(id)}, 
(we denote escl)@ . . . @esc,, by es”). 
LEMMA 3 [6, 71. Let h be an irreducible character of G, and DiS, a 
Young diagram correqxmding to X=(X,,...,X,) and PEG. There exists a 
representation A of G which affords X and a E C \ (0) such that 
T,(G, A) = ~b(Dx,~) forsom.ei, l<i<h(id). 
LEMMA 4. Let X be an irreducible character of G. There exist 
pl,. . . , phcid) E G such that 
X(id) 
VA= @ @A,,) 
i=l 
Zf * 1 ,..., x,~Vand 8(Dh,Jx1@...@x,=0 for&i=1 ,..., X(id), then 
x1 * - * * * x, = 0. 
Proof. There exist pl,. . . , pA(id) E G (see [51) such that 
~PA*,M%,) = O if i<j. (24 
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By Lemma 3 there exist representations of A,, . . . , A XCidJ of G, all of them 
affording the same character X, and there exist ji, . . . , jhcidj E { 1,. . . , X(id)} 
and a l,...,axtid,EC\{O}, such that 
Tj,(Gp Ai) =ai’(DA,p,)~ i=l ,..., X(id). (2.2) 
Set 
v~=T~~G,A,)( g y) =8(Q)( iii V), i=l,...,Wd), (2.3) 
the last equality coming from (2.2). From (2.3) and Lemma 1 we conclude 
that 
h(id) 
c v’cv,, 
i=l 
(2.4) 
and from (2.1) we conclude that the sum 
h(id) 
,:1 vi 
(2.5) 
is direct. 
It is well known (see [3, V35] and [6, p. 181) that for each i = 1,. . . , X(id), 
From (2.3) and (2.6) we have 
dimV, 
dimV’= X(id) . (2.7) 
From (2.5) and (2.7) we conclude that 
(2.6) 
dim 
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By combining (2.4) with this equality we obtain 
X(id) 
$ v”=v,. 
i-l 
(2.8) 
Suppose now that x 1,. . . , x, E V and 
I(Dx,Jrl@ * * - 63x, = 0 Vi = l,..., X(id). (2.9) 
From (2.8) there exist z~, . . . , zX(id) E @ “V such that 
X(id) 
x1* *** *x, (2.10) 
It is not difficult to see that, for all i = 1,. . . , A(id), 
+&)W, A) = +A,,~). 
Thus for any k E {l,..., Wd)}, we have 
h(id) 
From (2.1) and this equality we obtain 
b(Dx,Jxl@ . . * Qx, = [@&J122,. 
Furthermore, as TjJG, Ak) is idempotent, we have 
From this equality, (2.8), and (2.11) we obtain 
(2.11) 
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Bearing (2.10) in mind, we conclude that 
LEMMAS. Let{ejll~j~n} beabasisofV,aET,,,,,Aanirreduc- 
ible character of G, and DA+ the diagram of Young correspond to X and 
p E S,. Denote eacg8 - - . @eat,,,, by e,“. We have: 
(I) If u E C(D,,,)n(G), and u # id then b(D,,,)ez= 0. 
(II) If0 EC(D,,,) then E(G,,,)e2= WW4,,,k~. 
Proof. (I): It can be shown [3, V-291 that 
Since u E (C( DA,,)), and u z id, it follows that Cl E(c(D,,,j,4S) = 0, where 
(C(D,,,)), denotes the subgroup {u E C(D&laa = a} of C(D,,,,). 
On the other hand 
which proves the statement (I). 
(II) is a consequence of the following equalities: 
=4d c C @)p(9n)eZ. . 
CPE R(DA~+,) IJ l c(Da.p) 
LEMMA 6. Let x=(x1,..., A,) be an irreducible character of G and 
p E G. Suppose e,,..., 9, p Q n, are linearly inde-pendknt vectors in V. Let 
(Y E Tm+ be such that 
~rj(l)< “’ <(Yrj(kj), j=l x ,a*., 1’ (2.12) 
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where ki, j = l,..., Xi, denotes the cardinal of the j th column, and lJj(i), 
i=l ,..., kj, is the integer in the jth column and i th row of DA3,. Denote 
e41) 0 -* @euCm) by e,“. Then we have 
Proof. Put 
R = RPx,J c=cP,,,)~ 
and let 
id, uz,...,uN 
be the elements of C. 
We have 
(2.13) 
=e(id) C e$l+ ... +E(u~) C ez,lr-l 
SER 3ER 
= s(id)O(R)T(R,l)ez+ ... + &(uN)O(R)T(R,l)e~~N,, 
where 1 is the identity character of R. 
Since L E(R), l(u) = 0((R),), it follows [3, V-291 that 
T(R,l)ez#O. 
By virtue of [3, V-351 it is sufficient to show that there is no ai in C satisfying 
(Y = uui (mod R). We prove this by contradiction. Assume that for a certain i 
and a certain element 5 of R 
a = CiuJ. (2.14) 
We may assume that each nontrivial disjoint cycle of l contains at least one 
element that appears also in a nontrivial disjoint cycle of (ii. In fact if 
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were a cycle of 3 commuting with a,, we could write 
a = “Ui~‘(il . . . i/J 
= a( i, * * * i&J$ by (2.14) 
= cql’, 
and so we would consider, 
instead of (2.14). 
The element { cannot be the identity permutation. If it were, we would 
have a = aui and, bearing (2.13) in mind, ui # id; and so the restriction of OL 
to a certain column of Dx,p would not be injective. However, (2.12) shows 
that the restriction of (Y to any column of Dx,p is injective. So we have 
3 z id. (2.15) 
Denote by 
s s i,“‘., *, 
the columns of Dh,p such that 
(2.16) 
Assuming 
S&(l) + Is,(l), 
then I&) belongs to some nontrivial cycle of 1 which by hypothesis 
contains an element of a nontrivial cycle of a,. Thus we can write 
(2.17) 
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with qu), j-p.. . , f, belonging to the first row of Dx,p, and g belonging to 
some row other than the first one. From (2.14) it follows that 
4,(l) = 4id (2.18) 
and from (2.16) 
By combining (2.12) and (2.17) we conclude that 
4.0 < 49, (2.20) 
and similarly from (2.19) and (2.20) we deduce 
which contradicts (2.18). We thus have 
G,(l) = r&) (2.21) 
and also 
‘irSl(l) = rS,(l), (2.22) 
because assuming that airs,(l) z lY,l(l), (2.14) and (2.21) would lead to 
ar,l(l) = qrs,(l) with rsl(l) and airs,(l) distinct elements of the column S, 
of qp7 which would contradict (2.12). 
Assume (inductive hypothesis) 
q(l) = r~,(l), 'irS,C1) = r,,(l), j=l ,..., k-l, k<X,. (2.23) 
We show that 
sqw = r,jl) ad u,r,t(o = rsL(O (2.24) 
by following the steps (2.17)-(2.22) where I?#) is replaced by I’&). The 
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particular case of the inequality (2.19) follows from (2.16) and 
f, + r,l(l) forall j=l,...,k-1. 
In fact, if f, = Is,(l), j E (1,. . . , k - l}, the equalities (2.23) would lead to 
{(f,) = f,, and (2.17) to C((f,_r) = f, and consequently f,_r = f,. which is 
impossible. 
By the induction hypothesis, in the equalities (2.21) to (2.24), if 
r E {l,..., m} belongs to the first row of Dx,p, then 
3(x)=x, 
(2.25) 
Ui(X) = x. 
SupposenowthatifxE{l,...,m}belongstorowjof Dx,,,l<j<r-1, 
r<t,then 
and denote by 
S(x) =x, 
q(x) = x; 
s %, i,“‘, 
the columns of Dx,p such that 
IA us assume that 
Sr,l(r) + Is,(r). 
Similarly to (2.17) we have 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
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with &,(r), A,..., f, belonging to row r of Dx,P and g belonging to a row 
different from r. From (2.14) we obtain 
G,(4 = &L (2.28) 
and from (2.27) 
If g belonged to row j of DA,,, j < r, we would infer from (2.26) that 
a,(g) = g and conclude f, = g which is a contradiction. We may then 
conclude that 
gbelongstothejthrowofD,,,withj>r. (2.30) 
By combinging (2.12) with (2.30) we obtain 
43 < 4d 
and from (2.29) and (2.31) 
which contradicts (2.28). So we have 
ug4 = r&9 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
which also implies 
Under the condition 
Gs,(r) = qr). (2.33) 
SrS,tr) = rS,(r)y uirS,(r) = ‘S,Cr), j=l ,..., k-l, k<X,, (2.34) 
we will now show that 
S&,(r) = I&)* (2.35) 
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Let us assume the contrary. As in (2.17), we have 
with r,&w, fi,..., f, belonging to row r of DA,@ and g belonging to a row 
different from the rth row. From (2.14) we have 
Following a reasoning similar to that in the proof of (2.30) and (2.31), we 
obtain 
o(X) < o(g). (2.37) 
From (2.27) and f, # Ts,(r ), j = 1,. . . , k - 1, we derive 
(2.38) 
These two last inequalities [(2.37) and (2.38)] lead to 
which contradicts (2.36). 
By the induction hypothesis [(2.32), (2.33), (2.34), (2.35)] we conclude 
S(x)=x and u&)=x for all x ‘s belonging to row r of DA, p. (2.39) 
Still by the induction hypothesis [(2.25), (2.26), (2.39)] we obtain in particular 
l=id, 
which contradicts (2.15) n 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
Let As(xl,...,m be a family of nonzero vectors of the vector space V. 
We denote {l,..., m} by (m). Let B~=(x~)~~~,, Z,c(m), be a basis 
of (A). 
Let C1=(~i)iE(m~_-I,,andlet B~=(x~)~~~~, Z,c(m)-Z,,beabasisof 
(Ci>*Let Cs=(~i)iE(~)--I,“l~ andlet Bs=(ri)iE4, Zsc(m)-ZiUZs,be 
a basis of (Cs). Continuing in this way, we arrive at a nonempty BP such 
that B,+,=O. 
Each B,, 1~ i d p, is nonempty and consists of linearly independent 
vectors. Putting 
gi =#Bi, i=l ,***, p, 
then r~=(qi,..., 7,) is a partition of m, i.e., 
P 
Cqi=m and qi>/ a.* 217,. 
i=l 
We say that q is a partition associated with (x~)~ E (,,,). 
If A=(&,..., h,) and Y =(Y,,..., y,) are partitions of m, we say that h 
majorizes y and write X + y if 
t<s 0) 
i Aja j$lYjy l=l,...,s, 
j=l 
(ii) 
where we assume that A,+i = . . . = A, = 0. 
Let x =(A1,..., h,) be a partition of m. The partition h’ = 
(x;=t,..., A’A,), where Xj is the number of elements in the jth column of 
Z&,+ is called the partition conjugate to X (see [8]). 
THEOREM. Let X be an irreducible character of S,. Then xi * . . . * x,,, 
is different from zero if and only if there is a partition w associated with 
Cxi)i E (m) such that w t A’. 
Proof. First we prove the condition is necessary. Let 9’ be the set of 
partitions associated to x~,...,T~. Assume that w * A’ for all w E 9. 
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Claim 1. Let A = (x~)~ E (*). If A,, . . . , A,, are subfamilies of A satisfy- 
ing 
(i) Aj=(zi)iEIj and #Zj=X>, j=l,...,h,, 
(ii) u;lizj = (m), 
(iii) ZjnZk=O for j#k, 
there exists j E {l,...,X,} such that A j is a family of linearly dependent 
vectors. 
Proof of CZuim 1. Assume there is a sequence of families satisfying (i), 
(ii), (iii), each of them containing linearly independent vectors. Let B, = 
cxi)i E J, be a basis of (A) such that I, c 1, and Ji c (m). Let C, = 
(xi)i E (m)-Jlr and let &=(xi)i~ Jz be a basis of (C,) such that .Z, 3 I, - _Zi 
and ZsC (m) -Il. Let C~=(X~)~~(~)-(J,“J,) ad B3=(xi)iEJ3 be a basis 
of (C,) satisfying .Zs 3 I, - (Ji u JJ and .Zs c (m) - (.Zi U Is). Proceeding in 
this way, we arrive at an T such that for every g in { 1,. . . , h 1 } 
I,-(QJ **a u],)=0 and l,Z0. 
Put #B,=m,,..., #II, = m,, and consider (m,, . . . , m,). We have r < Xi, and 
if 1~ k < r we can write 
m,+ ... +mk=#13,+ a.* +#I$ 
=#J1+ a** l t#&=(*). 
Now, from the definition of _Zi,. . , ./, we obtain that if 1 # t then 
Z,n&=O,foraII Z,t~{l,..., r},and 
and so 
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Thus we can conclude that 
cm 1,...,m,) +A’, 
which is a contradiction. n 
Let us now consider the Young symmetrizer B(D,,,), where p E S, and 
X is an irreducible character of S,. Define 
Ai= {iEcolumn jof Dx,P}, j=l ,..., xi. 
We denote R( D,, ,,) by R and C( D,, ,,) by C. We have already seen that 
1 
-0h,&1@ -. . 
o(C) 
@r,) = ( c P(o))T(C,E)(r,c3 . . . ch,). 
ocR 
Let E = [(xi, xi)], i, j = 1,. . . , m. It is well known [lo] that 
(T(C,E)(X+B .-* @x,),T(C, E&I@ . -. ‘%n>> 
1 
= ----d;(E) = 
o(C) 
-& k$ldetEIA~l p 
where E [ AJ is the principal submatrix of E lying in the rows indexed by the 
numbers in Ak. By Claim 1 there exists j such that 
(xi)iC*j 
is a family of linearly dependent vectors. Therefore 
detE[Aj] =0 
and so ]]T(C, E)(x~@ * a. @x,)ll = 0. Thus 
@x,&x,@ . . . @x,) = o. 
Now using Lemma 4 we have 
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Now we prove the sufficiency. 
We show that if there is a partition w E 9 such that w > x’, then 
x1* *** *x,#O. 
Let w=(m, ,..., rn,), h=(A, ,..., h,),and x’=(Pr=t ,..., Xi,), Bythe 
definition of w there is a sequence of subfamilies of A consisting of linearly 
independentvectors, Z3i=(xj)jEI,, i=l,...,r,suchthat 
(a) Ui_lZi = (m) and I, n I, = 0 for p # 4, 
(b) #zi=mi>O i=l,...,r, 
(c) (ZV ’ (&J ’ * *. ’ (R). 
Associated to this sequence of subfamilies we consider the Young diagram Q 
corresponding to the partition (m,, . . . , m,) (#B, = m,) such that the (i, j) 
box contains xii, where 
{xilY”‘9 Xim,} =Bi, i=l r, ,***> 
andfori=l,...,r-lwehave 
( xi+l,l>*e*¶ Xi+l,mi+l* xi,m,+,+l~e**~ ‘i m , ,)=(xijlj=l ,..., m,). 
Claim 2. The set of vectors at the bottom of the columns of Q form a 
basis of (rr,...,x,) = (A). 
Proof. For r = 1 the result is obvious. We complete the proof by 
induction. Assume the result is valid for T - 1. Let Q’ be the subdiagram 
associated to B,, . . . , B,, i.e., the diagram formed with rows 2 through r of Q. 
Then the set X of the vectors in the bottom of the columns of Q is equal to 
Yr U Y,, where Yr is the set for vectors at the bottom of the columns of Q’ 
and Y, consists of those in the columns of Q which consist of a single box, i.e. 
Y,= {x l,mz+l,...,~l,m,}. Denoting by (Q’) the space generated by the 
vectors in the boxes of Q’ and bearing in mind the definition of Q, we can 
write 
Thus by the definition of Q’ we have 
(X ~,...,x,)=(Q'>+(Y,). 
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By the induction hypothesis, (xi,. . . , xm) = (Y,) @ (Ys), and since Y, and Ys 
are sets of linearly independent vectors, Y, U Yz is a basis of (xi,. . . , xm). H 
Claim 3. There are subfamilies of linearly independent vectors of 
A,(&..., C,I such that: 
(a) Ci = (xj)jc,i and #.& = Xi. 
(b) .&n.Zj=O for i#j. 
(c) UtLlJi = @)* 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of rows of the diagram 
D,,,,. If X,=1 then w=(m, ,..., m,) = X’ and the result is obvious. Assume 
it is true when there are Xi - 1 rows. By the Claim in [l] we can remove h:, 
boxes from-the bottom of the columns of Q in such a way that the remaining 
diagram Q is a diagram associated with a partition 22) majorizing 
(AL..., x’+r). Let iZ1=(7$,..., m$ ), s < r, and rn? < mi, and define the 
sequence of subfamilies of A consisting of linearly independent vectors, 
B:,..., B,*, 
where Bj*, j=l,..., s, contains the vectors remaining in Bj after taking out 
those corresponding to the boxes removed from Q. 
Let ZT be a subset of Zj satisfying 
#Zf =m; and Bj*=(xi)iEI;. 
Using the result obtained in the proof of Claim 1, we can conclude that 
there is a partition (m;, . . . , 
majorizes (X’i, . . . , 
m{) associated to the family UjzlBj* which 
Ai, _ I) By the inductive hypothesis there exist subfamilies 
consisting of linearly independent vectors and such that: 
(a) Cj=(~j)jE,i and #Ji=Xi, i=l,..., A,-1. 
(b) Jin.Z.=0 for i#j. 
(c) u;& = u;_izi*. 
Let Jx, = (m) - Uf_IZ,*, i.e., _ZAlx, is the set of indices of the vectors in the 
boxes that have been removed. We have 
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and by Claim 2, CA1 = (X j) j E ,*, consists of linearly independent vectors. n 
Let cr,..., C,, be subfamilies of A satisfying the conditions (a), (b), (c) 
of Claim 3. Put C, = { zpl, . . . , zph’,), p = 1, . . . , X,. Since 
P(a-‘)(x1* ... *x,) = x,,(r)* a.. * xocrnj and P(a-‘) is nonsingular, 
x1* ... *x, = 0 is equivalent to x0(r) * . . . * x0(,) = 0. So we can assume 
with loss of generality that 
B,= {Xl >..., x,,}. 
Now we express the vectors of C,, p = 1,. . . , A,, as linear combination of 
the vectors of B,: 
ml 
zpj = C “pjk’k’ I< j&v,. 
k=l 
Let ZE {l,..., m,}, and define in Cl+, (see [3, V-261) the lexicographical 
order. Set AP = (apjk) E MA,pxml and 
Z,= w~Q~~,~,ldetA~[l,..., Xglw(l) ,..., 
1 
w(h’,)] +o), l<p<Ah,, 
where Q+,,, c GA;, ml denotes the subset of increasing sequences [3, V-411. 
By Claim 3 we have 
Put 
y, = min Z 
P’ 
1 G p < A,. 
For each pi {l,...,A,} let P,:{l,...,X’,} +J, (recah the statement of 
Claim 3) be defined by 
zpj = ‘r,(j). 
We can now write 
apjk = arP(j)kv p=l x ,***, 1’ j=l ,***, A’,, k=l,...,m,. 
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We define an element p of S,,, as follows. if x belongs to column p, 
1 G p G A,, and row j, 1~ j < t, of Dh,id, then 
~(4 = r,(j). 
Moreover we define /3 E T,,,,, by 
Since Y, E QA~,,,,,~ 1 Q p < A,, it follows that p satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma 6 and so we can conclude that 
Let us consider in T,,,,, the equivalence relation 
a=y (mods,), 
(3.1) 
be the distinct equivalence classes. We have 
with x: = ~PA,,)(X,(,,@ * * * @X?@)). 
For the sake of simplicity we write T instead of Tm,,l. By (3.1) we can 
write 
(3.3) 
If we prove that the first summation of the right hand side of (3.3) is 
nonzero, then by Lemma 2 it follows that the righthand side of (3.2) is also 
nonzero. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 this implies that xi * - - * * x, # 0. 
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Thus we are going to show that 
c b&#O. 
?E [PI, 
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(3.4) 
Wedefinein[P],={P 1 u u E S, } an equivalence relation by 
a- Y if 3acc(D* ): au =y. 
.P 
be the distinct equivalence classes. We have 
Now (3.4) is a consequence of the following. 
Claim 4. We have: 
(a) C 9 E wlzbP; # 0. 
@I c 9 E rs,l,b,,x; = 0, j = 2,. . . , H. 
Proof. (a): Notice that 
if u,,u~EC(D,,,) and U,ZU, then Pal#/3u2. (3.5) 
This follows from the fact the restriction of /I to a column is injective. 
By (3.5) we can write 
C b,,x; = c &,xs+, 
r) E WI2 0 EC(DX,J 
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The second equality is a consequence of Lemma 5. Set 
Ej= {rj(l),...,rj(x’j)}, 
Fj= (o~c(DA,~)l~(t)=t Vt GEj), 
j = l,..., A,. We have C(D,,,)= FIX *- . x FA,. Now an easy computation 
shows that 
This is different from zero due to the fact that 
det( (Y ) s.P(k) s, k E E, = det(ar,(i),Br,(j) ) 
= det(ar,(i),v,(j) ) 
#O 
(b): Let 4~ {2,...,H}, and consider 
(i, j = l,..., h;) 
(i,j=l,...,X’,) 
(3.6) 
Assuming that uI # a,, ulr a2 E C( D,,, ,), and &,ul = P,a,, by Lemma 5, x,$ 
y be zero. If TJ E [&J 2, we have TJ = &u, u E C( DA, ,), and so by Lemma 5 
x7 = E(u)x&= 0, which means that (3.6) is zero. 
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We assume that (3.5) holds for &. As in (a), we obtain 
and 
(3.7) 
0 EC(DA,J 
By contradiction we show that there is an I E { 1,. . . , A, } satisfying 
which completes the proof of (b). 
Assume all the determinants in (3.7) are nonzero. Since p. p, E [p]r, 
there is an element uq of S, such that /I, = pa,. Since &, P [ /3] 2, we have 
uq GZ C( D,,8). We construct now a permutation 5 such that {a, E C( DA, p) 
and /3, = /3{u,. This implies /I$ - /I, which contradicts /I, @ [p]s. 
Firstly notice that /$ has an injective restriction to a column. This is true 
because if P,(i) = p,(j), with i, j belonging to the same column, then id, 
(ij) E C( D,,,), and &id = &(ij). But this contradicts (3.5). Let 
(.$>i=l ._. h, (g6)i-I,..., h (3.8) I * 
be two (nonempty) families of integers of { 1,. . . , m } satisfying 
where f and g6 belong to distinct columns of Dx,P and 
p(g{) < **a <P(d)* (3.9) 
Such families exist: since uq 4 C( DA,p), there exist two integers f, g E 
{I,..., m } satisfying 
e,(f) = g* 
f and g belonging to distinct columns of DA, p. n 
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Now, since { 1,. . . , m } is finite, we may assume that the family ( g b), = r, , h 
is “maximal” in the following sense. If 
CT&) = 1, (3.10) 
where s and I belong to distinct columns of DA,+, then there exists 
in {l,...,h} suchthat 
NO =/q&J. (3.11) 
Assume 
gfo) = go, (3.12) 
P(g0) = P(gh), (3.13) 
where f. and go belong to distinct columns of I&. n 
Claim 5. Let ~1 be the column of fo. Then there is an integer g, 
belonging to u such that 
P(g0) = P(g,)* (3.14) 
Proof. From (3.12) we obtain 
Pq(fo) =a(go). (3.15) 
Let Wl-I,...& be the integers in the column u of DA,, [notice that the 
integers of the column u are F,(l), . . . , r,( A’“)] indexed so that 
PqCsi) <PqCsj) for i-cj. (3.16) 
Let x E {l,...,x’,} such that 
sx=fo* 
We show by induction that 
BqCsi) = v,(iL i=l,...,x. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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It is not possible to have /$(s,) < y,(l), because this inequality would imply 
with det(cui,84(jj) f 0, i, j E E,. This is however impossible because Y0 is the 
minimum of 2,. Thus we have 
P&A 2 Y”(l). (3.19) 
Let p be such that 
u,(p) = I”(l). (3.20) 
We consider two cases. 
Case I: The number p belongs to column O. From (3.20) we obtain 
P&P> = Pr”(l) = Y"(l). (3.21) 
From (3.16) and the assumption we obtain 
P&J G P,(P)- (3.22) 
Combining (3.19), (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain 
Case ZZ: The number p does not belong to column v. From (3.10), (3.11), 
(3.20), and the assumption we obtain 
PLO> = P(d forsome tE {l,...,h}. (3.24) 
From (3.9) we get 
a( g;) 2 P(g$ 
From (3.12), (3.13), (3.24), and (3.25) we obtain 
Y”(l) = K”(l) a P(d) = Pkd = P&fo)~ 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
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and by (3.16) 
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From (3.26) and (3.27) we can write 
(3.28) 
The inequalities (3.19) and (3.28) together yield 
Assume that 
P&s,) =Y”o)Y..~ P&-I) = Y”b - 11, r QX. (3.29) 
We prove that p&s,) = y,(r). The inequality /I,( s,) < y,(r) cannot hold. In 
fact, if it held, we would have from (3.29) 
with det(cui,,r4(j,) Z 0, i, j E E,. This is impossible because y0 is the minimum 
element of Z,. Consequently we have 
P&s,) a Y,(r)* (3.30) 
Let p be such that 
U,(P) = r”(r)* (3.31) 
We consider two cases. 
Case ZZZ. The number p belongs to column v. From (3.31) and by the 
definition of y, we obtain 
&B,(P) =Pr”b) = Y,(r) ’ Y"b - 1). (3.32) 
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(3.33) 
From (3.29) we get 
From (3.32) and (3.33) we obtain 
P,(P) ‘P&s,-1). 
This inequality together with the assumption and (3.16) gives 
P,(P) 2 P&J* 
From (3.34) and /3,(p) = y,(r) it follows that 
u,(r) 2 P&s,)* 
Combining (3.30) and (3.35) we obtain 
v,(r) =&/(sJ* 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Case IV. The number p does not belong to u. From (3.10), (3.11) 
(3.31), and the assumption we obtain 
P,(r) = P(gk) forsome tE {l,...,h}. (3.36) 
From (3.9) we get 
P(gk) aP(gA>. 
Now from (3.12) and (3.13) we get 
P(gh) =P(g,> =P,(fo)~ 
and (3.16) and (3.17) allow us to write 
P,(fo) 2 B&s,)* 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
Combining (3.36), (3.37), (3.38), and (3.39), we have 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
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Finally (3.30) and (3.40) yield 
u,(r) = P&J* 
From (3.18) we obtain in particular 
l?,(x) belonging to the column u. Bearing (3.12) and (3.17) in mind, and 
setting I,(x) = g,, we obtain 
P(g,) = P(gJ. W 
Claim 6. Let fi = u;‘(gi), and let o be the column of Dh+ containing 
fi. If this column is different from the columns of go and g,, there exists in 
the column o an integer g, such that r 
P(go) = P(g,) = P(g,). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Claim 5. It is sufficient to replace 
fo, go by fi, gi respectively. n 
Since the number of columns of DA+ is finite, using Claims 5 and 6 
successively, after a finite number of steps we obtain two sets of integers 
f ,,....,fk a&g - o,...,g, such that: 
uq(A) =gi, i=O,l k; ,*.*, 
notwooftheintegersg,,..., g, are in the same column of DA,,; 
gj isinthesamecohunnas x_1, i=l,...,k; 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(344) P(g0) = * * * =P(g,) =P(gA); 
the number fk is in the same column 
asoneofthenumbersgo,...,gk. (3.45) 
More precisely: 
Claim 7. The number fk is in the same column as go. 
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Proof. Assume fk and g,, 0 < s G k, belong to the column 2) of I&. 
We prove by contradiction that s = 0. Assume 0 < s < k. From (3.41) we get 
uqtfk) = gk, (3.46) 
and applying p to both sides we have 
bq(fk) = P(gk)* (3.47) 
From (3.41) we obtain 
(TJf,-1) = gs-1, (3.48) 
and applying p to both sides, we get 
PqL) =P(g,-1). (3.49) 
From (3.44) we have 
hk> =&s-l>* (3.50) 
From (3.47), (3.49), and (3.50) we obtain 
(3.51) 
By (3.43), fk and f,_ r belong to the column 2) of DA, p. Since the restriction 
of /?, to column u is injective, we can write 
fk=fs-l* (3.52) 
From (3.46), (3.48), and (3.52) we get 
gk = gs-1, 
and using (3.42), we finally obtain k = s - 1, which is a contradiction. 
We can replace (3.45) by: 
the numbers fk and g, belong to the same column. (3.53) 
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Assume now that u&f”) = go, where f” and go belong to distinct 
columns of Z&, and that p(g”) =@(gA). We assume also that go is 
different from go, g,,. . . , g,. Proceeding as for fo and go, we obtain two 
families 
which satisfy (3.41), (3.42, (3.43), (3.44), and (3.53). n 
Claim 8. Let i belong to { 1,. . . , s }. Then g’ is different from 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. By assumption 
go isdifferentfrom gO,gI,...,gk. 
Assume 
3iE {l,...) s}, 3jE {OJ,...) k}: g’ = gj. 
From (3.43) we conclude that 
g i belongs to the column of fi - ‘, 
gjbelongstothecolumnoff;witht~{O,l,...,k}. 
From (3.55), (3.56), (3.57) we obtain 
fi - ’ and f; belong to the same column of DA, p. 
From (3.41) we obtain 
o,( ,i-‘) = g’-‘, 
a&f;) = g,, 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
and applying p to both sides of the equalities (3.59) and (3.60) and bearing 
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(3.44) in mind, we get 
P,(f’-‘) =P(P> =P(d), (3.61) 
P,(X) =a(&) =P(gA). (3.62) 
Since the restriction of /3, to a column is injective, by (3.58), (3.61), and 
(3.62) we obtain 
f’-Lf;. (3.63) 
Now applying aa to both sides of (3.63), we obtain 
From (3.41) and (3.64) we obtain 
g 
i-l _ 
-g,, i?E {O,l,..., k}. (3.65) 
We cannot have i - 1=0 because of (3.54) and (3.65). If i - l> 0, then 
starting with (3.65) and following the procedure that led from (3.55) to 
(3.64), we obtain 
g 
i-2 _ 
-gt with tE{O,l,...) k}. 
We may continue until we obtain 
0 
g =gt, t E {O,...,k}, 
which contradicts (3.54). 
Now we can define two families of integers 
n 
C&j),-1 ,..., u,j=l,..., k,’ (gij)i-l,,,., u, j=l,,,,, ki 
(3.66) 
such that: 
uq(Aj) =gijl i=l u, ,..., j=l ,***,ki, (3.67) 
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and Ai and gi j belong to different columns of DA, $ 
g i j are pairwise distinct, i=l ,***> u, j=l ,..., ki; (3.68) 
P(gij) =P( &Zi)Y i=l ,..‘, u, j=l ,..., ki; (3.69) 
for each i E {l,...,~} we have 
(a) gij belongs to the same column as fi’j_1, 1~ j < ki, 
(b) gi 1 belongs to the same column as &,. (3.70) 
Since the set { 1,. . . , m } is finite, we may assume without loss of gener- 
ality that 
If u,(s) = 2 and p(Z) = p(gA), where s and 1 belong to different 
columns of DA, P, thenthereexistiE{l,..., u}and jE{l,..., ki} (3.71) 
such that 1= gij. 
We now assume that 
u,(&,) = go and P(go) =P(d>z (3.72) 
where f. and go belong to different columns of I&_. 
Claim 9. Let us denote by o the column to which fo belongs. Then 
there is in D an integer g, such that 
Ngo) = PkJ 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Claim 5 except in (II) and (IV). In 
(II) we have to consider in (3.24) the case t < 2, i.e., 
ar,m = PM t < 2. (3.73) 
From (3.71), (3.73), assumption (II), and (3.20) we conclude that there is 
i E {l,..., U} and j= {l,..., ki} satisfying 
ro(1) = gij* (3.74) 
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From (3.70) and (3.74) it follows that there is an s E { 1,. . . , ki } such that 
fi’, belongs to the column 2) of D,, p. (3.75) 
From (3.67) we obtain 
uq(J~) =gisT (3.76) 
and applying p to both sides we get 
Pq(.L) =P(gis) 
= P( d,) by (3.69)1 
= y(l) 0 [by (3.73)]. 
From (3.75) and (3.16) we obtain 
Similarly, in (IV) we have to consider in (3.36) the case t < 2, i.e. 
N--,(r) = P(gtA t < 2. 
Replacing 1 by r in (3.74), we obtain (3.75), (3.76) and 
(3.77) 
Pq(_$s) =P(giz) =P(gb)* (3.78) 
By definition of y, we have 
u,(r) ’ u,(r - I), 
and by the inductive hypothesis (3.29) we obtain 
u,(r - I) = P&-1). 
(3.79) 
(3.80) 
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From (3.77), (3.78), (3.79), and (3.80) we obtain 
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P&As) >P&r-1). (3.81) 
From (3.75) and (3.81) we get 
Finally, (3.77), (3.78), and (3.82) yield 
Proceeding in a way similar to that followed in Claims 6, 7, and 8, we 
could define the families (3.66) verifying (3.67), (3.68), (3.70), (3.71), and 
moreover 
Ptgij) =P(g,213 i=l ,***, u, j=l ,..., ki. 
Then we could construct the families (3.66) satisfying /3(gij) = /3( g,“), i = 
1 ,*-*> u, j=l , . . . , ki, instead of (3.69), and so forth up to h. For this purpose 
it would b sufficient to follow Claims 5,6,7,8, and 9. We can now define the 
following families of elements of { 1,. . I, 4): 
(Aj.9)i -l,___, h, j-l ,_.., ti,s-1 ,..., k,j’ (gijs)i=l,,.., h, j=l,..., 
such that for each iE {l,...,h} we have: 
‘q( Ajs) = gijsy j=l ,..., ti, s=l,..., k,,, 
where Aj, and gijs belong to different columns of DA, p; 
ti ,s=l,...,kij* 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
gijs are pairwise distinct, j=l ,..., ti. s=l,..., kij; (3.85) 
P(gijs) =P(fZb)y j=l ,..., ti, s=l ,..e, kij; (3.86) 
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For each jE {l,...,ti} we have 
(a) g,, belongs to the same column as fijs_r, 1 < s < k,, 
(b) g,, belongs to the same column as fijkji; 
(3.87) 
if u,(a) = b and P(b) =&gh) where a and b belong to 
distinct columns of DA, p, then there exist j E { 1,. . . , tj } and (3.88) 
s E {l,..., kij} such that b = gij,. 
Claim 10. The families (3.83) consist of pair-wise distinct elements. 
Proof Letx,yE{l,..., h},andassumethat 
From (3.86) we obtain 
From (3.89) and (3.90), 
P(G) =P(&)- 
From (3.9) and (3.91), 
x = y. 
Now (3.85) and (3.92) yield 
j = j’ and s=s’. 
Assume now that 
(3.90) 
(3.91) 
(3.92) 
Using (3.84) and this equality, we can write gzjs = gVjts,, and by the first part 
of this proof we obtain x = y, j = j’, s = s’. n 
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DEFINITION. We define an element 1 of S, by 
5= J?. fi (gijl . ' * gijkij)' 
i=lj=l 
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Claim 11. 
(1) l is well defined. 
(2) PS = P* 
(3) so, E C(R* &J. 
Proof (1) is an immediate consequence of Claim 10. 
(2) is an immediate consequence of (3.86). 
(3) Let u be a column of Dh,p. We show that if x belongs to column t, 
then {u,(x) belongs to column u. Let us consider two cases. 
(a) u&r) belongs to column u. In this case we show that la,(x) = u,(x) 
by contradiction. Assume {u,(x) # u,(x). This means that u,(x) appears in 
some nontrivial cycle of {, and so we have 
u,(x)=gij, forsome iE {l,..., h}, jE {l,,.., ti}. sE {l,..., kij}. 
(3.93) 
From the assumption and (3.93) we have 
gijs belongs to column IJ. 
From (3.84) we get 
uq(-6jsJ = gijs* 
(3.94) 
From this equality, (3.93) and since Us is injective we obtain 
Now from this equality and from the fact that x 
conclude that 
belongs to column v we can 
Aj, belongs to column 2). (3.95) 
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From (3.84) and (3.95) we obtain 
gijs does not belong to column o, 
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and this contradicts (3.94). 
(b) u&x ) does not belong to column u. Put 
Y = +>. (3.96) 
From our assumption and from (3.11), (3.88), and (3.96) we obtain 
Y = gijs forsomeiE{l,..., h}, jE{l,..., ti}, s=(l)..., kij}. 
(3.97) 
From (3.84), (3.96), and (3.97) we get 
.i(jsEx, (3.98) 
and so we conclude that 
Jj, belongs to column 0. 
From (3.96) and (3.97) we have 
From this equality and from the definition of [ we obtain 
if l<s<kij, 
if s=k. tj’ 
(3.99) 
(3.160)’ 
Bearing (3.87), (3.99), and (3.196) in mind, we finally conclude that ~a,(~) 
belongs to column u of DA, p. n 
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